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(i)

A B S T R A C T

Primary sedimentary structure of topographic features
in a selected portion of the Orangeville Moraine is examined
for the purpose of deriving paleoenvironmental conditions
existent during the formation of that feature.
ferent environments could be recognized:
tunnel, 2.

Pro-glacial outwash, 3*

glacial, and 5*

1.

Five dif-

Sub-glacial

Lacustrine, 4-. Sub-

Pro-glacial sub-aerial outwash.

Sub-glacial tunnels were represented topographically
by discontinuous ridges and sinuous depressions, and sedimentologically by massive matrix-supported gravels.

Pro-glacial

outwash was represented topographically by elongated hiUs
and ridges, and sedimentologically by various sediment
complexes that revealed both rapid downstream reductions
in flow competency, and a downstream change from fluvial to
lacustrine characteristics.

These sediment complexes

compared favorably to pro-glacial outwash models already
derived by Davis (1890), Salisbury (1892), Banergee and
McDonald (1975) and Hgulstrom (1952).
Lacustrine environments were represented sedimentalogically by rhythmically bedded and massively bedded sands,

(ii)

silts, and clays characteristic of turbidity flows and massive
settling from suspension.

Topographically these sediments

covered those features already described below the 1612
ft. contour (+,), thus establishing an approximate surface
level for the implied lake.

The sub-glacial environment

was represented by a massive muddy gravel and formed a
covering blanket to all sediments hereto described.

The

pro-glacial sub-aerial environment consisted of local icefront pondings interconnected by braided streams. Local
pondings were represented topographically by low swampy
plains and implied sedimentologically by a sediment complex
similar to that of deltaic nature derived by G. K. Gilbert
(1885).
The surface of this delta plain was marked by circular
depressions, and upper gravel clasts revealed reorientation
characteristic of arctic polygon formation.

Braided streams

followed valley depressions and displayed coarse gravels
indicative of high energy environments, arranged in complexes
similar to braid bar models established by Eynon & Walker
(1974)1 and Smith (1974).
The vertical sequence of environments suggests the
building of themoraine's topography began with
sub-glacial tunnel discharge into a lacustrine environment
during a period of ice-front retreat.

This building was

followed by a period of ice-front readvance, during which

(iii)

time a till blanket was applied.

Meltwater from final

deglaciation erosively modified those structures previously
formed.

This erosion would seem to mark the final major

stage of the moraine's formation, although some minor
periglacial modification by frost action is indicated.

(iv)
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CHAPTEE I
UTTEODUCTION

Swinging in a great arch across Central Ontario
between Arthur and Shelburne stands a discontinuous fcmmmocky ridge of stratified sand, gravel and clay (Fig. 1:1).
It was first defined, and later named the Orangeville
Moraine by Taylor (1913, 1939).

Over the last seventy

years this moraine has been studied by several authors
(Taylor, 1913, 1939; Chapman and Putnam, 194-3, 1949, 1966;
Chapman and Dell, 1963; Cowan, 1976; Gwyn & Cowan, 1978).
These authors defined the moraine as a feature of water laid
glacial origin, and directed their attention to ice-lobe
sources, and chronology, and gross environmental interpretation.

These studies, however, all contain comments on

the strong relief displayed by the feature.
Taylor (1913) believed the Orangeville Moraine to
have been formed by meltwater discharge into an interlobate
lake during stagnation of that portion of the Wisconsin
glacier which overlay the Dundalk highland.

As such he

believed the moraine to mark the initial bifurcation of the
Wisconsin ice into distinct Ontario-Erie and Georgian Bay

Fig. 1:1

Orangeville Moraine. The location of the Orangeville Moraine as defined
Gwyri, and Cowan (1978) with the study area superimposed.

3

sub-lobes during the Lake Maumee period*

Chapman and Putnam

(194-9) linked the Orangeville Moraine with similar stratified
deposits found to the southwest*

They believed such a linear

series represented interlobate discharge and hence the initial
opening of the Wisconsin glacier in Ontario** Such a
drainage system, extending south of the Lake Maumee shores,
would indicate the moraines predated the Lake Maumee opening
hypothesized by Taylor*

Cowan (1976) linked the sediments

of the bulk of the Orangeville Moraine with tills laid down
during ice lobe readvances of the Port Bruce stadial. Such
links would date the formation of the Orangeville Moraine at
about .15,000 years B*P*, a time earlier than the Lake Maumee
period hypothesized by TayiSr but later than that of the
initial Wisconsin opening proposed by Chapman and Putnam*
One of the classic approaches in geomorphology has
been the examination of the relationship between internal
structure, topographic form and genetic process.

Several

studies which follow this approach are included in the
exhaustive review of early studies in stratified glacial
sedimentation by Jopling (1975)•
Interest in genetic process has led to the interpretation of hydraulic flow parameters from primary sedimentary structures. Among studies of special importance are
the collection of works edited by Middleton (1965) under
the title Primary Sedimentary Structures and Their

4

Hydrodynamic Interpretation, and individual works by
Jopling (1964, 1965, 1966), Jopling and Walker (1968),
Banergee (1972), and Saunderson (1977)•
The value of these process parameters was recognized in the field of glacial sedimentology, and they
were applied in paleo-environmental reconstruction * Such
studies are included in the collection of works edited by
Jopling and McDonald (1975), under the title Glaciofluvial
and Glaciolacustrine Sedimentation, and in individual
works by Eynon & Walker (1974), and Shaw (1972)*
In addition to these studies of the hydraulic
implications of various primary sedimentary structures,
recent improvements have been made in the methods of
obtaining and summarizing paleocurrent data.^In this
area, studies by Potter and Pettijohn (1963)• Curray (1956,
Johansson (1963, 1965, 1976) and Saunderson (1975h) are
notable.

1*1

Purpose of the Study

Armed both with these improvements in the methods of
hydraulic interpretation from primary sedimentary structure,
and the collection and s-ummary of paleocurrent data, and

5

given a stratified glacial feature of strong relief, not so
studied, it would now seem possible to return to the structure,
form and process approach.
then be:

1.

The purpose of this study will

To describe the morphology and internal struc-

ture of a selected section of the Orangeville Moraine; 2.

To

interpret the depositional environments of exposed morphologic
features of that moraine, using theories of sediment transport
for closed conduit, open channel, and turbidity current flows,
coupled with paleocurrent mean flow directions; 3*

To relate

the environmentally interpreted assemblage of structures to
its overlying morphologic form.
Such a study will add to our knowledge of a poorly
understood feature as the Orangeville Moraine. Furthermore,
if structure-form-process models can be created and tested,
they will greatly facilitate further geomorphologic research
in areas not as well exposed.

1:2

Selection of a Study Area

Time considerations imposed upon the study precluded
a detailed examination of exposures throughout the entire
body of the Orangeville Moraine.

It was, therefore, decided

to limit the area of field examination.

The area initially

chosen was that part defined by Cowan as the Northern Limb,

C o w o n ' i T h r " Lob^Hypoth^utStMdyAr**

***•*)

Cowan 1976
O
fc=
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Fig, 1:2

ARIA

The Orangeville moraine in the Orangeville area as defined by Cowan (1976)
with the study area superimposed.

Fig. 1:3

Outwash stratified drift and Outwash Channel of the
Study Area as defined by Cowan (1976) with sites of
of this study superimposed.
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and its juncture with the main body of the Moraine (Pig. 1:2).
This was done because it was the best exposed part of the
Moraine, containing ten operating gravel pit exposures
(Pig. 1:3), as well as three major and two minor roadcuts
at which stratified sediments could be studied.
Preliminary field examination, however, revealed two
extra major exposures within the confines of an outwash
channel (Cowan, 1976) which crossed the moraine (Pig. 1:3)•
One of these was linked stratigraphically to excellent
exposures in an isolated area of ice-contact stratified
drift (Cowan, 1976) found to the west of the main body of
the moraine (Pig. 1:3)* This feature was similar in topographic form to many unexposed "hummocks" of the moraine
itself.

Therefore, aa excellent exposures were available,^

and as inclusion of these would enhance the basic objectives
of the study, it was decided to incorporate these features
into the project.

y

CHAPTER II

METHODOLOGY

2:1

Topography of Study Area

Prom Dept. of Energy, Mines and Resources Map
40P/16, a topographic map of reduced scale (1:63360) was
constructed covering the study area. Aerial photographs
in stereographic pairs were obtained, and breaks in
slope not represented on the topographic map were located
and roughly mapped.

Pinal topographic details were

gleaned on a subsequent field survey conducted during the
spring of 1978? and on various trips to the exposure sites.
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2:2

Paleocurrent Methods

Paleocurrent data was collected using two of three
possible methods.

It was decided to limit such data

collection to the sampling of both large and small scale
cross-stratified structures, eliminating gravel clast
orientation.

This was done for three reasons: prelimi-

nary attempts at collecting gravel clast orientation
showed such data collection to be both time consuming
and hazardous in the extreme; furthermore the recent
study by Johansson (1965) cast reasonable doubt on the
validity of such data if collected without knowledge of
other parameters.
Both cross-bedded and cross-laminated large scale
structures were sampled using methods elaborated by
Ludlum and Dennison (I960).

Here, two apparent dip

directions and dip angles were collected and solved
stereographically, producing true dip directions.
Trough shaped, small scale, cross-laminated
structures were sampled using methods proposed by
Saunderson (1975*b) ? slightly modified.

It was decided

to clear a horizontal surface one meter in length by one
half meter in depth, thus in most instances
bank collapse.

avoiding

Twenty-five observations were collected

at each location.
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Each observation was composed of a set of crosslaminations which formed a trough in horizontal section,
Flow direction was observed in a general way by observing
apparent dip directions on a vertical face.

True dip

direction was obtained by measuring the direction of a
line normal to a tangent to the point of maximum cruvature of one cross-lamination per trough, as that trough
appeared on the horizontal shelf previously described*
All paleocurrent data was synthesized at the
location, site and area levels.

This synthesis was

accomplished using vectorial analysis methods proposed
by Curray (1956).

Such analysis has the benefit

of providing a reasonably simple method of calculating
the vector magnitude.

The magnitude of the vector resul-

tants were tested against circular uniformity using
the Eayleigh
Curray (1956).

test of significance, also proposed by
Calculation methods for the vector

resultant "B" and magnitude of the vector resultant flLfl
are included in appendix A.
Graphic presentation of paleocurrent data was
displayed on equiareal azimuthal projections, divided
into 10° sectors.

The total number of measurements which

fell in each 10° sector was displayed as a percentage of
the entire sample graphed.
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2:3

Facies Exposures

Stratigraphic sequences were carefully observed
in the field and classified according to the sedimentation unit concept of Otto (1958).

Sedimentation units

were defined in terms of primary sedimentary structure
and apparent grain size characteristics.
Descriptive terms for the most part follow the
system of McKee and Weir (1955)? the exception being
reference to scale.

Small scale sets refer to those of

less than 5 cm. thickness, whereas large scale sets refer
to those of decimeters or meters as suggested by Allen
(1965a).

Cross-stratified structures of the study area

tended to fall neatly into these two groups proposed by
Allen, supporting his contention that a natural division
point is located here.
Grain size samples were taken from units thought
representative of a common facies type.

These samples

were treated using methodology proposed by Folk (1974)•
Sand samples were split to between 50 and 70 gms.

Gravel

samples were sieved in total to the 1.250 size. The
remaining sample was split to between 50 and 70 gms.
All sieving was done using a quarter phi interval below
-4.500 and a half phi from -4.50j# to -6.000, as quarter
phi sieves were unavailable.

Sieving was done in a

15

Eo-tap apparatus, each sample remaining in the sieve for
fifteen minutes.

Samples were checked for aggregation

using a low power binocular microscope.
The results of the sieving were plotted on probability paper. Percentages of gravel, sand and mud were
calculated so samples could be classified according to
Polk (1954)•

Where possible,the graphical measures of

Polk and Ward (1957) were calculated and included in
appendix B.
Prom these sedimentation units paleocurrent characteristics were interpreted using sediment transport
theory for closed conduit, open channel and turbidity
flows, supplemented by reference to empirical observations made in modern hydraulic environments.

Where deemed

necessary for clarity, measured sections were taken and
separately discussed.
Sedimentation units of exposure sites were diagrammed in three dimensions, with paleocurrent vector
means added.

These diagrams display facies associations

vertically, laterally, and in the downcurrent direction,
and hence represent changes in flow condition in both
time and space.

These diagrams form the basis for dis-

cussion and from them, overall environmental reconstructions were made.

Synthesized three-dimensional drawings

were then prepared relating the environmental assemblage

14

of sedimentation units suggested by the exposure sites
to the overlying morphologic form.

These diagrams were

then enlarged to reveal individually interpretable
sedimentation units in sequential order.

Prom these

sedimentation unit interpretations, overall environments
were derived*

15

CHAPTER III

TOPOGRAPH! OP THE STUDY AREA

The study area (Pig* 5-1) is dominated by a broad
rolling or knoll covered ridge, which followed a northeast
to southwest trend*

Maximum relief is found along the

eastern flank of this ridge, where it drops some 80 meters
along a sharply indented boundary.

The western flank of

this ridge is less pronounced, dropping approximately 4-5
meters over a more gentle slope of lobate form*

This ridge

is joined in the southwest corner of the study area by a
second major ridge of somewhat lower elevation and narrower
width.

This second ridge enters the study area on an

east-west axis.

Areas peripheral to these two ridges

consist of low plains, valleys, isolated hills, low ridges
and rolling plateaux.
The study area can be classified into seven topographic types of recognizably different form.

The location

of these types is presented in Pugure 5:2 and their
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Fig. 3:1

Topography of the study area with s e l e c t e d cross
sectional profiles
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characteristics are described below.

3:1

Ridge and Cross-ridge Topography

This type of topography was the most complex
encountered, consisting of ridges of three different
scales.

The largest>or first order ridges, displayed a

series of rolling knolls.

They were flanked by a series

of second order or cross-ridges, which tapered outward
perpendicularly from the main ridges.

These cross-ridges

were between 15 and 4-5 meters in height.

When measured on

an axis parallel to the main ridge^cross-ridges were between
400 and 800 meters in width.

They displayed one steep

convex slope, and one of slightly more-gentle dropping nature.
The smallest or third order ridges were discontinuous,
narrower and lower than the cross-ridges, and paralleled
the axis of the main, or first order, ridges.
Other topographic features of the region were
various forms of depressions.

Some were roughly circular

while others, either singularly or in groups, formed discontinuous long sinuous depressions.
Ridge and Cross-ridge topography made up the northern part of the northeast-southwest trending ridge, the
bulk of the east-west ridge and its junction with the former

10
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ridge (Fig. 3:2). In the northern area the steeper convex
slopes of the cross-ridges consistently faced northward,
while in the southeast they faced toward the east.

3:2

Soiling Plateau Topography

This type of topography bears some resemblance to the
ridge and cross-ridge type, but was of much more subdued
local relief.

Here the top of the main ridge was flatter,

but displayed numerous elongated flat-topped but asymmetric
hills.

These hills displayed a dissected lobate frout, that

imparted a hummocky appearance, and dropped onto a frontal
plain which fell

almost imperceptibly away in the distance.

Opposite sides of these hills dropped more sharply than the
lobate front.

These steep slopes were backed by low dis-

continuous ridges, which ran roughly perpendicularly away
from the sharp drop.
Rolling plateau topography also contained depressions
similar to those noted in the ridge and cross-ridge topography.

The type made up the south central part of the

northeast-southwest trending ridge, and flanked it in
the northwest corner corner of the study area (Fig. 3 : 2).
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3:3

Egg Shaped Hill Topography

This topographic form was much more compact than
those already described.

These hills extended from 500

meters to over a kilometer in length, 250 to 500 meters
in width, and up to 25 meters in height.

They were steeply

sloping on three sides, falling off more gently along the
fourth, giving an asymmetric longitudinal profile to the
hill.

This gave the hills the appearance of a large egg,

cut in half, and set on the landscape.
Egg shaped hills were most prevalent along the
flanks of the northeast to southwest trending ridge, but
were also displayed along the top of the narrower eastwest tending ridge (Fig. 3:2).

3:4- Flat Plain Topography

These features were extremely flat and swampy,
being typically covered with swamp willow, or cedar bush.
They were found at locations flanking the main ridges.

3*-5 Low Ridge Topography
Only one such landform was defined outside the ridge
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and cross-ridge and rolling plateau topographic types,
where they formed the lowest order of elevated landform.
These low ridges approximated 150 meters in width and 10
meters in height and were of a discontinuous nature.

The

one isolated example ran across a flat plain, to the west
of the northeast-southwest tending ridge, roughly
highway 9*

paralleling

This ridge terminated in an isolated egg shaped

hill.

3:6

Valley Depression Topography

A discontinuous valley, bounded laterally by steep
convex slopes, crossed the study area in the south central
section (Fig. 3:2). This valley truncated the northeast to
southwest trending ridge gust north of its junction with
the east west ridge, on a bearing parallel to the latter.
Where it bisected the main ridge its width approximated 500
meters and its depth 25 meters.

It linked two flat plains

which flanked the main ridge.
This valley reappeared at the west end of the more
westerly of the two plains passing to the south of an egg
shaped hill.

Here it was of reduced width and depth which

approximated 300 and 10 meters respectively.

Upon passing

the egg shaped hill it followed two courses, one bearing due
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west, and the other swinging north and then west again.
The low ridge, which extended eastward from the egg
shaped hill, was truncated twice by narrow northwesterly
trending channel scours. Present drainage follows the
more easterly of these, joining the more northerly of the
two on its way to the Grand River.

3:7

Pitted Plateau Topography

This topographic form was found at the western end
of the valley where it opened from the ridge onto the
flat plain (Fig. 3:2). The plateau displayed a steep,
strongly lobate frontal boundary, separating it from
the plain.

It stood at an elevation intermediate between

the lower plain and higher rolling plateau topography to
the southwest.

The surface of the plateau was flat,

but severely pitted with roughly circular depressions.
Each depression was approximately 10 meters in diameter
by one meter in depth.

3:8

Topography and Site Relationships

Having classified the topography of the study
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area, it is now possible to relate exposure sites to
that topographic class in which they appear.

Sites are

displayed on a topographic map (Fig. 3:3) and related to
their topographic class in Table 3si*

Table 3:1

Topography and Site Relationships

Topographic Types
Ridge & Cross-ridge

Exposure Site
A Northern
B Southern

Rolling Plateau
Egg Shpaed Hill
Flat Plain
Low Ridge
Valley Depression
Pitted Plateau

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,910,11,12.
13,14,15,16.
18,19,20.
(None)
17
20
21,22,23,24.

With three exceptions, exposure sites fit neatly
into a single topographic classification.

Site 16

occupies a position on top of a knoll contained within
the valley depression where it cuts the ridge.

The simi-

larity of elevation and topographic form of the surface
of this knoll to that of the nearby rolling plateau topography has led to its inclusion in that topographic type.
Sites 19 and 20 occupy positions astride the
boundary dividing egg shaped hill and valley depression.
It is felt these sites probably reveal sediments of both
of these topographic classes.
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CHAPTER IV

PALEOCURRENT ANALYSIS

Paleocurrent data was derived from 604 individual cross-stratified structures at 54 locations within
15 exposure sites.

These sites reveal sediments of five

of the seven topographic regions. This data is summarized
by topographic region, and presented in Tables 4:1,
4:2, 4:3, 4:4, 4:5 and 4:6:

the two spatially separate

areas of ridge and cross-ridge topography being held
distinct.
Within the tables, N refers to sample size, ©
to the vector resultant, and L, to the vector magnitude.
Where sufficient data was available, vector magnitudes
were tested against circular uniformity using the Rayleigh test
of Significance at the 0.05 confidence level, as proposed
by Curray (1956).

In all cases where testing was
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possible, samples proved different from a random distribution at this confidence level, and in all but one case, far
exceeded it.
Data is then presented graphically, where it is
compared with topographic alignments (Fig. 4:1) and is
superimposed on the topography (Fig. 4:2). This data is
for the most part grouped by topographic region, although
data from the two areas of Ridge and Cross-ridge topography are treated separately.

Site 16 is also presented

separately from the other nearby rolling plateau sites,
due to its unique location on top of the valley depression
contained knoll, and to allow comparison of sites 13, 14
and 15 to local topographic features (Fig. 4:1).
These paleocurrent arrangements are used in three
ways:

1.

to orient the alignment of specific topographic

features; 2.

to deduce overall flow patterns; and 3*

to relate adjacent depositional environments, as revealed
by primary sedimentary structural assemblages.

Within

this chapter only feature orientation and overall flow
assemblages will be discussed.

The use of paleocurrent

data in relating primary sedimentary structures will be
held in abeyance until Chapter VI, where facies assemblages
are discussed and modeled.
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4:1

Alignment of Paleocurrent Vector Means and Associated
Topographic Features

The alignment of topographic features are graphically displayed with paleocurrent data in Figure 4:1.
In ridge and cross-ridge topography, first and
third order ridges align themselves reasonably well with
the paleocurrent vector means, as does an elongated
depression found in the northern sector.

Second order,

or cross-ridges run at angles roughly perpendicular to
flow direction, with their steeper slopes facing upcurrent.
Within rolling plateau topography, paleoflow direction runs parallel with the axis of elongation of the
asymmetric hills.

The dissected lobate fronts of these

features reveal the downcurrent direction, while the steeper
proximal slopes face upstream.

The orientation of the

low ridges in rolling plateau topography seems not to be
indicative of the paleoflow of the associated hill.

Ridge

alignment more closely resembles that of paleocurrent
measurements made at site 14 (Table 4:3), which exposed
the low ridge sediments themselves.

In the rolling plateau

grouping, the vector mean of all hill and ridge sediments
stands to the south of the main paleocurrent modal class,
which more closely approximates the low ridge alignment.
The similarity of vector means and resultants of the site
13, 14 and 15 assemblage, and those of site 16 reinforces the

Table 4:1

Paleocurrent Measurements taken from the Northern Section of Ridge and
Cross-Ridge Sediments

Site Primary Sedimentary Structure
1

5
6
6
6
7
7
7
8
8
2
2
3

Large
Large
Small
Large
Large
Small
Giant
Giant
Small

Sample
Vector
, Vector
. Size' Resultant Magnitude Rayleigh
Significance
e
, L
N
i
82%
6
186°
<10 - 5
187°
15
75%
<io-10
206°
99%
25

Scale Tabular Cross-Laminations
Scale Trough Cross-Laminations
Scale Trough Cross-Laminations
Scale Trough Cross-Laminations
Scale Tabular Cross-Laminations
Scale Trough Cross-Laminations
Cross-bed
Cross-bed
Scale Trough Shaped Cross-Laminations
s

II

tt

ff

If

ft

tl

TOTAL SAMPLE

25
25
25
25
25

263°
269°
278°
266°
265°
218°
219°
184°
205°
335°

97%
94%
91%
94%
91%

204

224"

67.21%

5
1

25
1
1

99%
—

97%
—
—

Table 4:2

Paleocurrent Measurements taken from the Southern Section of Ridge
Cross-Ridge Sediments
Sample
Vector
Vector
Size Resultant Magnitude
N
6
L
Site Primary Sedimentary Structure
11
Small Scale Trough Cross-Laminated Sand
94%
2621
25
c
T l
II
II
II
II
II
II
82%
282
25
TOTAL SAMPLE

50

271

<io-10

86%

< io- 10
<IO" 10
<10" 5

<io- 10
<10~ 5
<10-20
and
Raleigh
Sig
£10-10
<10-5
<10-10

Table 4:3

Paleocurrent Measurements taken from Rolling Plateau Sediments
Sample
Size
N

Vector
Resultant

e

Vector
Magnitude

Rayleigh

Site

Primary Sedimentary Structure

14
14

Giant Cross-Bedded Gravel
Grand Vector Mean

5
5

260°
260°

86%
86%

15
15
15
15

Giant Cross-Bedded Gravel
6
Large Scale Tabular Cross-Laminated Sand 5
Small Scale Trough Cross-Laminated Sand 25
n
ii
ii
ii
it
ii
25

247°
227°
110°
238°

90%
89%
96%
95%

<10"5
<10"5

15

Grand Vector Mean

61

227o

78%

flO"1*

13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13

Giant Cross-Bedded Gravel

4

314u
272°
181°

92%

277°

97%
95%

13
13
13

3
11
3
11
1
Large Scale Tabular Cross-Laminated Sand 4
Large Scale Climbing Tabular Sets of
Cross-Laminated Sand
10
1
Large Scale Trough Cross-Laminated Sand
3
3

271
264'o

L

145°
271°
254°
263°
222°

93%
97%
76%

Significance

ro

Table 4:3

(Cont'd)
Sample
Size
H

Vector
Resultant
S

Vector
Magnitude
L

Rayleigh
Significance

Site

Primary Sedimentary Structure

13

Large Scale Trough Cross-Laminated Sand 15

209°

39%

.05

13

Grand Vector Mean

59

252°

41%

<10 - ^

16

Small Scale Trough Cross-Laminated Sand 25

229°

93%

^lO" 3 0

16

Grand Vector Mean

25

229°

93%

<10" 1 0

150

238°

All Measurements

70.35%

^10"20

Table 4;4

Paleocurrent Measurements taken from The Egg Shaped Hill Sediments
Sample
Size
N

Site

Primary Sedimentary Structure

18

Small Scale Trough Shaped Cross-Lamination

18

t»

ti

it

II

n

II

25
2 5

Vector
Resultant

il

Vector
Magnitude

~ L-

Rayleigh

Significance
-----

288°

P9%

<10~ 5

266°

83%

<10~5

18

25

214>

83%

<10" 5

18

25

228:o

88%

<10" 5

18

25

253'

97%

<io-10

18

Large Scale Tabular Cross-Lamination

21

222c

100%

<io-10

18

Large Scale Tabular Cross-Lamination

15

261c

96%

<10" 5
V>4

18

Giant Cross-Bed

1

275'

18

Giant Cross-Bed

1

217o

20

Small Scale Trough Shaped Cross-Lamination

TOTAL

25

169

266'

253o

92%

<10" -10

81.25%

<10 - 2 0

Table 4:5

Paleocurrent Measurements taken from Valley Depression Sediments

Site

Primary Sedimentary Structure

20

Large Scale Tabular Shaped CrossLaminated
Large Scale Tabular Shaped CrossLaminated Sand
Large Scale Cross-Bedded Gravel

20
20

Total Sample

Table 4:6

Primary Sedimentary Structure

21

Large Scale Trough Shaped CrossLaminated Sand
Large Scale Trough Shaped CrossLaminated Sand
Large Scale Trough Shaped CrossLaminated Sand

21

Vector
Resultant

a

Vector
Magnitude

N
10

L

250°

92%

2

252°

100%

1

290°

13

254°

Rayleigh

Significance
<10-4

<10~4

93.3%

Paleocurrent Measurements taken from Pitted Plateau Sediments

Site

21

Sample
Size

Total Sample

Sample
Size

N

Vector
Resultant

§

Vector
Magnitude

L

Rayleigh
Sig

4

246°

47%

4

286°

98%

10

355°

86%

<10-3

18

325o

61%

<10"

-22.

Fig. 4:1 A Comparison of Paleocurrent and" Elongated
I
Topographic Features
j
(a) Ridge and Cross-Ridge
(b) Ridge & Cross-Ridge
i
Topography (northern Section)
Topography2(Southern Sec.)
\\3

Axis of Elongation of Main(lst Order) Ridge { j j j f ^ j i x t j b i
2

Axis of Elongation of Cross (2nd 0rder)RidgesfN4Fig.4:lg|=7
LN,(Fig.4:lbM
3 Axis of-Elongation of Low (3rd 0rder)RidgesW#ig.4:laj=5
lN,{Fig.4:lb}=3
* Axis of Elongation of Elongated Depression
(c) Rolling Flateau..(Sites 13,14,15)

1 Ari<? o f El nnirsti nn «-p

-«TV»-O
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1 Axis of Elongation of containing
asymmetric elongated hill '
2 Axis of Elongation of Low Ridges

1

(d) Egg Shaped Hill

A x ± s

o f

Elongation of both

E g gS h a p e d H

Low Ridge

3 Backing Ridge Trend

P.V.R. » Paleocurrent Vector Resultant

| na n d B a c k i n g

t.Fig. 4:1 (Cont'd)
(e) ATalley Depression

(f) Pitted Pr^^eau

N

Axis of Elongation of
Valley Depression

1 Axis of Elongation of
Valley Depression found
upcurrent
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suggestion that the two areas were similarly formed.
The axis of elongation of the egg shaped hill
exposed by sites 18, 19 and 20 closely approximate the
paleocurrent vector mean derived from its sediments*

The

more gently dropping slope, faced in the direction of flow.
While the alignment of both paleocurrent vector mean and
hill elongation with the backing low ridge's trend may
be coincidental, it is thought to indicate an association
between the two features.
The axis of elongation of that valley depression
exposed by site 20, closely paralleled the paleocurrent
vector mean of that site.

This alignment is thought to indicate

that the valley depressions are remnant outwash channels. The
almost perfect directional coincidence between paleoflow derived
on the pitted plateau and the axis of elongation of the
immediately upcurrent valley depression is also thought
to indicate a probable connection between the two features.
As a general rule, elongated physical features
tend to align themselves with paleoflow direction or run
perpendicular to it, steepest slopes tend to face upcurrent,
while downstream slopes are more gentle and lobate.

4:2

Overall Flow Pattern
Flow for close spatially associated sites is
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displayed in Figure 4:2 grouped by topographic type.
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CHAPTER V

FACIES TIPES AM) THEIE IHTEEPEETATIONS

Fifteen different facies types could be defined
based on grain size and primary sedimentary structure.
These are discussed below and listed with their characteristics and interpretations in Table 5:1.

Grain size

characteristics of representative samples are displayed
on Figures 5:1, 5:2 and 5:3-

Folk and Ward (1957) grain size

statistics are calculated where possible and included
in appendix B.

5:1

The Gravel Facies

Facies Type A (Fig. 5:7) consists of massive

^-l-e>«
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Note the extreme poor sorting of Facies type A and B; the
inclusion of all sizes in type A, the removal of the midrange
sands and gravels in type B and the inclusion of those sediments
i r»
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C
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poorly sorted gravel in which no imbrication was
observable and the larger clasts were supported by a
matrix of finer gravels and sands (Fig. 5:1)• These facies
were similar to those reported by Saunderson (1977)* and
interpreted by him as representative of sliding beds
resulting from high bed shear stresses in enclosed glacial
tunnels flowing full.

This bedform probably occurs .during

high flow velocity in closed pipes, where the lack of a
free surface prevents the antidune and chute and pool
transport modes reported by Simons, Richardson and
Nordin Jr. (1965)
Facies Type B (Fig. 5:6) consists of tabular set
of poorly sorted pebble to cobble gravel displaying a
massive or crude horizontal bedding structure (Fig. 5:1)•
Sets varied between one and ten meters in thickness and
could be traced longitudinally as far as 300 meters.
Gravel clasts were mutually supportive, with sand filling
the interstices*

These gravel clasts displayed an

apparent imbrication with preferred clast dip direction
being opposite to the dip of associated cross-stratified
structures.

The crude horizontal bedding, resulted from

the imbricate structure in combination with irregular
layers of matrix-rich and relatively clean gravel strata.
Rust (1975) points out Johansson1s (1963) contention that upstream dipping of gravel clasts is indicative
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of deposition on sub-horizontal surfaces rather than on
prograding slip faces.

This interpretation is compatible

with the horizontal stratification displayed by much
of the facies type.

The clast support nature of the

gravel fraction suggests it was deposited discretely,
the interstices being filled at a later time by the sand.
Several authors (McDonald and Banergee, 1971;
Smith, 1974; Eynon and Walker, 1974; Gustavson, 1974;
Boothroyd arid Ashley, 1975; Church and Gilbert, 1975;
Rust, 1975) have attributed such stratification to bar
formation of the longitudinal type.

Such bars were most

commonly reported in the proximal reaches of glacial outwash.

Boothroyd and Ashley (1975) and Rust (1975)

attribute the deposition of gravel clasts, on subhorizontal bar surfaces, to the spreading effect of the
water during high flow periods.
Facies type "C" (Fig* 5:7) consists of broad
tabular sets of very large scale or

tf

Giant" cross-bedded

gravel or gravelly sand (Fig. 5:1)- These sets ranged
between 5 and 12 meters in thickness.
Jopling (1963), working with laboratory sand
microdeltas, attributed cross-stratification to periodic
avalanching of bedload material down a foreset slope, under
a continuous rain of suspended-load sedimentation.

Such

conditions resulted from flow separation, as flowing water

Fig. 5:2

4-2
99-99

0.01

Note the difference in the removal of midrange grain sizes
in two samples of facies type E
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entered a stilling basin.
Cross-bedding of this large scale was first noted
and attributed to sub-aqueous deltaic sedimentation by
Gilbert (1885).

It was recognized soon after in sub-

aqueous proglacial outwash environments by Davis (1890)
and Salisbury (1892).

Its presence in stratified sub-

aqueous ice-front deposits has more recently been noted
by Gustavson et al (1975), Shaw (1975), and others.
In view of its bedding structure, size and lateral
extent, the facies is believed to be the result of subaqueous foreset progradation of a deltaic nature.
Facies type D (Fig. 5:8) consists of a very poorly
sorted gravelly mud (Fig. 5:1). Gravel clasts differed
from those found in all other facies types in that they
displayed an angular to sub-rounded rather than a wellrounded appearance.
The lack of gravel clast rounding indicates the
facies was not transported far, if at all, by water
(Potter and Pettijohn, 1963).

The facies is believed

to have been deposited directly from the ice, either sub glacially or as a flow till.

5:2

Facies of Both Sand and Gravel Sizes
Facies type E consists of large scale tabular
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sets of cross-bedded or cross-laminated gravies or sands
(Fig. 5:2). These sets ranged in thickness from 0.25
meters to 4 meters. Lower boundaries were planar and both
erosional and non-erosional. Sets less than 1 meter thick
were usually found as grouped sets or cosets, while the
larger sets were of a solitary nature.
These tabular sets appear similar to Alpha,
Beta, and Qmikron cross-stratification of Allen (1963a).
Such cross-stratification was attributed by that author
as resulting from the downstream migration of solitary
banks or trains of large scale asymmetrical ripples (Bars?).
Smith (1970, 1972, 1974) related such cross-stratification
to barfrout progradation, as did McDonald and Banergee
(1971), Williams and Rust (1969), and Eynon and Walker
(1974)-

Harms and Fahnestock (1965) drew similar

conclusions from tabular cross-laminated sand size material.
Jopling (1965), working with a laboratory flume, showed
how such bedding could result from a change in the profile
of equilibrium such as a rise in base level. Such a
contention seems supported by Smith's (1974) field observation that barfront progradation occurred only during
high flow events.
Facies type E could be divided into two subcategories based on the angle of inclination of the individual sets.

.Sets of subtype Ej (Fig. 5:6) assumed
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horizontal attitudes or dipped gently in the direction
of the local paleocurrent mean. These sets are believed
to represent barfront migration, possibly associated with
intermittent rises in water level.
Boundaries of sets of subtype Ep (Fig. 5:9) dipped
in a direction opposing the paleocurrent mean. These
cross-bedded sets were found upcurrent of deltaic or bar
facies and are believed to represent bar migration up a
reverse slope and hence backset bedding.
Jopling and Richardson (1966) were able to create
such backset bedding in a laboratory

flume. The

similarity of the facies of the subtype to those
reported by Davis (1890) and Eynon and Walker (1974) and
interpreted by them as backset bedding leads to the
present interpretation.
Facies type F (Fig. 5:10) consists of large scale
trough shaped sets of cross-bedded or cross-laminated
sand or gravelly sand.
These sets seem similar to Allen's (1963a) Theta
cross-stratification, a form he believed caused by subsequent cut and fill by an eddying mass of water. Harms
and Fahnestock (1965) interpreted the feature as the
result of separate cut andfi.llprocesses in a field of
migrating dunes. Dune migration in sand size material has
been shown by Simons, Richardson and Nordin Jr. (1965) to

Fig. 5:3
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occur in the lower flow regime. Southard (1971) implies
such bedforms remain as lower flow regime structures
into the coarse sand sizes.
The facies type is then believed to result from
cut and fill,

associated at least in the sand size range

with the lower flow regime migration of dune forms.

5': 3

Sand Size Facies

Facies type G (Fig. 5:11) consists of tabular and
trough shaped sets of moderately sorted massive sand (Fig.
5:3).

This facies type was noted at one location to

overlie facies type K across an erosional boundary where
pieces of the underlying bedding had been torn up and
included in the massive sediment.
The massive appearance and moderate sorting of
the size distribution suggest;facies type G to have
resulted from a collective settling from suspension or
of a grain flow,resulting from a rapid reduction in flow
competance (Saunderson, 1975).

Trough shaped sets

suggest the filling of local scours created by powerfully
eddying masses of water.

The erosive nature of the lower

boundaries of the tabular sets suggest high bed shear
stresses preceded deposition.

These tabular sets are
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believed to have resulted from strong turbidity flows,
or upper flow regime transport and deposition.
Facies type H (Fig. 5:12) consists of vague
horizontally stratified sand. This facies type has been
related by Harms and Fahnestock (1965), and Simons^
Richardson and Nordin Jr. (1965) to plane beds in the
lower part of the upper flow regime, under free surface
conditions, and by Acaroglu and Graf (1968) to the lower
part of upper regime flows in closed conduits.
Facies types I, J, K and L (Fig. 5:12) appear
to be genetically related^and hence will be discussed
together.

Facies type I appears as tabular sets of massive

to horizontally laminated well sorted fine sand and silt
(Fig. 5:3). Fresh cut surfaces appeared massive, although
windblown sections revealed fine horizontal lamination.
Facies type J consists of small scale trough
shaped sets of cross-laminated sand (Fig. 5:3). Crosslaminations are contained between erosional boundaries,
when viewed in cross-section*

These cross-laminations

dip only in the downcurrent direction.
Facies type K is similar to facies type J but
is finer grained (Fig. 5:3), and cross-laminations are
not contained within erosional boundaries. Cross-laminations can be traced upward and backward through apparent
topset

beds which dip, in the upcurrent direction, to
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the next set of downcurrent dipping cross-lamination.
Facies type L is the finest grained of the four
(Fig. 5:3) and appears as parallel laminated sinusoidal
waves.
Trough shaped small scale cross-laminated sands
have been linked by various authors to the progradation
of ripple beds. Simons et al (1965) have related this
bedform to flow conditions in the lower part of the lower
flow regime.
Allen (1963b), using geometric analysis, has
shown a volume of sediment must be added to the ripple
bedform equal to the volume of that bedform, during its
travel through one ripple length, for complete bedform
preservation to occur.

If the addition of sediment

decreases from this datum, erosion increases, resulting
in the complete destruction of the bedform upon cessation
of suspended load deposition. Very low sedimentation
from suspension during ripple migration has been noted
by Smith (1971) to create pseudo-planar stratification in
which the preserved section is so thin cross-strata are
uncrecognizable.

Such stratification appears similar to

that described for facies type I.

As this facies type

always found in close association with other recognized
ripple forms it is believed to represent the migration of
ripple trains under low deposition from suspension
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conditions.
If sedimentation from suspension increases during
ripple migration, topset bedding is preserved (Allen, 1963b).
Jopling and Walker (1968) used field evidence to
draw conclusions similar to Allen1 s»

They demonstrated

how changing deposition from suspension relative to
traction load results in three

recognizably different

but related primary sedimentary structures. Relatively
low sediment additions from suspension result in the
preservation of only the foreset cross-laminations of
the ripple form, thus producing a structure similar to
facies type J.

Increased suspended load additions result

in the preservation of both foreset and topset portions
of the ripple form preserving a structure similar to
facies type K.

Very high suspended load additions "damped"

the lee side slip-face resulting in a bedform resembling
a sinusoidal wave, as in facies type L.

They classified

these structural types, type A, B,and sinusoidal^rippledrift cross-lamination.

As these types so closely

resemble facies types J, K and L of this paper the
terminology of Jopling and Walker (1968) will be used in
further analysis.
Facies type I, J, K and L were seldom found alone,
being more commonly found in tabular composite sets
containing an ordered or upward fining sequence of
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several types.

When the complete sequence of all four

types was interpreted hydraulically, the results compared
favorably with the sequence of hydraulic conditions
derived experimentally by Middleton (1967) for deposition
from low concentration turbidity currents (Fig. 5:4).
It was common however to find upward fining sequences in
which one or both of the end members were missing (Fig. 5:5)*
As several authors (Jopling and Walker, 1968; Gustavson,
Ashley and Boothroyd, 1975) have attributed

similar incom-

plete sequences to turbidity current action, both complete
and incomplete upward fining sequences are believed to
represent deposition from low concentration turbidity
currents in lacustrine environments.

5:4

Silt and Clay Facies
Facies type M (Fig. 5:16) consists of a massive

silty clay.

It was normally found within the study area

covering rough topography below the 1625 ft. level.
This facies type is believed to represent deposition
of fine suspended load material in a quiet water environment.
Facies type N (Fig. 5:14) consists of rhythmically
bedded tabular sets of sand and silt. Couplets varied
in thickness from 10 to 30 cm. with the sand units being
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invariably the thicker.

Sandy sets displayed a massive

appearance, large scale tabular or trough shaped crosslamination, and vague horizontal stratification.

Silty

sets (Pig. 4:15) displayed stratification of three types:
1.

parallel stratification; 2.

cross-lamination; and 3lamination^

type B ripple-drift

sinusoidal ripple-drift cross-

In total these formed a characteristic verti-

cal sequence, with parallel stratification grading upwards
through type B to sinusoidal ripple-drift crosslamination.

This sequence however, was only apparent by

the close observation of many sets, as the entire sequence
was seldom complete.
"Lower boundaries of the silty layer were undulatory
and often marked by a thin layer of coarse openwork sand
several millimeters thick.

When the underlying layers of

the sandy sets were removed, the undulations appeared as a
series of random scours.
These couplets seem

similar to the sandy proximal

varves described by Banerjee (1972).

The presence of

horizontal stratification, and large scale trough shaped
cross-lamination, suggest flow conditions varied from the
lower part of the upper, to the upper part of the lower
flow regime (Simons, Richardson & Nordin Jr., 1965),
while the tabular and trough shaped cross-lamination
suggests dune and bar movement.
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The thin layer of openwork coarse sand underlying
the silty sets implies a winnowing of the finer sediments
from the sandy sets, preceding deposition of the silt.
Such a removal implies a moderately erosive current. The
undulatory nature of this lower boundary of the silty sets
points out this current contained local turbulence,
scouring random depressions in the bed.

Such scours appear

similar to the scour markings reported by Sanders (1965)
and attributed by him to turbidity current action. Such
an internally turbulent erosive current is in harmony
with that of a turbidity current's "head"
Middleton (1966a).

as reported by

The primary sedimentary structural

sequence of the silty sets is also indicative of Middleton's
(1967) model of sedimentation from low concentration
turbidity currents.
Facies type H" was always found to either underlie
or occur immediately distal to, deltaic foresets.
Jopling (1966) has shown that a high percentage of suspended silt and fine sand passing over the foreset slope
can result in a turbidity current.

The close association

of the multiply graded facies with the foreset bedding
suggests this was indeeed the formative process. Thus
described and interpreted, the facies seems similar to
the "turbidite" structures of Banergee (1972) representing
proximal rhythmites deposited'from turbidity currents caused
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foreset progradation of the normal delta building process.
The greater thickness of the coarser layer places them in
the Group III varve class of Ashley (1975)« a type interpreted by her as of proximal deltaic origin.
Facies type 0 (Fig. 5:17* 18, 19, 20) consists '
of rhythmically bedded silt and clay layers.

The facies

differs from those of type N* in that the couplets were
thinner, averaging about 1 cm* per couplet, and were much
more clearly defined.

Coarser silts were clearly light

in colour while finer clays displayed a much darker hue.
These sediments contained broken mudballs which were .
especially concentrated in the silty layers and pebbles
of various sizes were noted throughout. At one exposure
couplets were noted to overlie a poorly sorted gravelly
sand, believed to be of slump origin (Fig. 4:20)
These couples appear similar to the slump generated
varves described by Banerjee (1972).
Bgerrum (1966) reported

Andressen and

the probable genetic process for

such varves, showing an initial slump removes support
along the slip face, resulting in subsequent

sequential

slumps and liquification of the sliding sediments. Facies
type 0 then, is felt to represent slump generated turbidity
flows in a lacustrine environment.

en

Fig 5:6

Horizontal, large scale, tabular sets of cross-laminated sand (Facies type E^ overlying crude horizontally
stratified pebble to cobble gravel (Facies type B) across a convex downward erosional boundary at Site 4.
The sequence is believed to represent a bar and channel environment. Clipboard at top of talus, is 35 cm.
high.

en
CO

Fig. 5:7

Tabular set of "Giant" cross-embedded sandy gravel (Facies type C) overlain by massive matrix supported
cobble gravel (Facies type A) across an irregular erosional boundary at Site 14. Note the large inclusions
within the massive gravel which are visible at the left of the exposure. The sequence is believed to represent
esker flows at or near the ice front. Shovel handle is 50 cm. long.
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Fig. 5:9
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Massive muddy gravel containing sub-rounded and angular gravel
clasts, (Facies type D) found at site 20. The facies is believed to
be a till. Knife handle is 13 cm.

Large scale tabular sets of cross-laminated gravelly sand (Facies
type E2) found at Site 13. Meterstick gives scale. These sets
are contained within upstream dipping boundaries and are believed
to represent cross-laminated backset bedding, as channelized flow
rose to the deltaic surface. Flow direction right to left.

Large trough shaped sets of cross-laminated gravelly sand (Facies type F) overlying large scale tabular
sets of cross-laminated sandy, gravel (Facies type E ^ . Upper unit is cross bedded gravel contained in
convex downward erosional scours. Bank height is 2 metres. Sequence is believed to represent a period of
initial channel fill which broke up into a shallow braided system. Flow direction is toward the viewer.
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Fig. 5:11

Massive sand (Facies type G) interbedded with crude horizontally
bedded cobble gravel (Facies type B) found at site 1. This
sequence is believed to represent a high energy bar prograding
into a low energy lacustrine environment. Flow direction is
from right to left.

Fig. 5:12 A complete upward fining
sequence of ripple-drift cross-lamination
from site 18. Lowest unit is horizontally
laminated sand (Facies type I) overlain
by small scale trough shaped sets of
cross-laminated sand with sets contained
between erosional boundaries (Facies
type J). These grade upward into small
scale trough shaped sets of cross-laminated sand where topsoil bedding is preserved (Facies type K) and itself grades
into sinusoidally laminated sand (Facies
type L).
This sequence is beleved
deposited by a low concentration
turbidity current flow. Uppermost unit
is muddy gravel with angular clasts
(Facies type D).
Flow direction is
obliquely toward the viewer.
Knife
handle is 13 cm. long.

Fig. 5:13

Vague horizontally stratified sand (Facies type H) over a climbing large scale tabular set of cross-bedded
gravel (Facies type E 2 ) across a convex downward erosinal boundary. Lowest set is vague horizontally
stratified cobble gravel (Facies type B). Photograph was taken at site 20 and is believed to represent upper
regime channel flow around the proximal end of a bar which is extending upstream by backset aggradation.
Such an interpretation implies a braided channel environment. Flow direction from right to left and the
clipboard is 35 cm. high.

Fig. 5:14

Rhythmically bedded tabular sets of large scale cross-laminated and horizontally stratified sand and small
scale cross-laminated silt (Facies type N) at site 20 believed to represent proximal varves. Note the remnants of a unit of rhythmically bedded silt and clay couplets which contain mudballs and pebbles (Facies
type O) above the knife. Middle unit is muddy angular gravel (Facies type D) and upper unit massive to
crude horizontally stratified cobble gravel (Facies type B). Sequence is thought to represent successive
delta front lacustrine, slump generated lacustrine turbidity flow, sub-glacial and braid bar top environments.
Flow direction in all cases right to left.

i^gtfl

Fig. 5:15

Close up of silty layer of facies type N. Note cross-bedding and
irregularly erosive lower boundary. This bed is believed the
result of a turbidity flow. Knife handle 13 cm.. Flow direction
right to left.

Fig. 5:16

Poorly defined grading in silty clay (Facies type M) at site 20.
Believed to represent quiet water lacustrine settling. Cigarette
package is 10 cm. wide and 7 cm. high.
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Fig. 5:17

Fig. 5:18

Fig. 5:19

Fig. 5:17 - 20
Details of multiple
graded silt and clay with mudballs
(Facies type 0) from site 20.
Note
mudballs in Fig. 5:17, (ruler shows
centimetres and millimetres), pebbles
in Fig. 5:18, (shovel blade 18 cm. wide).
Rhythmic bedding in 5:19. Fig 5:20
shows unit in place between trowel
and knife. Below the trowel is a massive
sandy unit with angular clasts. Above
the knife is a massive unit with angular
clasts believed to be a till. Rhythmic
bedding believed to indicate turbidity
current action while mudballs and gravel
inclusions slump generation of,same.

Fig. 5:20

Table 5-1

Facies Types and Their Interpretations

Facies

Photo

Grain Size Range

Primary Sedimentary Structure

Interpretation

A

Fig. 5:7

Pebble to
boulder gra^EL

Massive matrix-supported
gravel

Sliding bed in upper
flow regime enclosed
sub-glacial tunnel
flowing full

B

Fig. 5:&

Pebble to
boulder gravel
pebble gravel

Tabular sets of massive to
crude horizontally bedded,
clast supported gravel.

1, Shallow water bartop
fa.cies in upper flow
regime

Fig. 5:7

Sandy pebble to
cobble gravel

Broad, very thick (6 to 12cm)
Foreset Progradation
tabular sets of "Giant11
of a delta or very large
cross-bedded gravel
bar

D

Fig. 5:8

Gravely mud to
muddy gravel

Very poorly sorted silty
sandy gravel with
unrounded gravel clasts

Sub-glacial till or
flowtill

E-,

Fig. 5:6

Coarse sand to
pebble gravel

Horizontally inclined large
scale tabular sets of
cross-bedded or crosslaminated gravel or sand

Barfront progradation

E.

Fig. 5:9
Fig. 5:13

Coarse sand to
pebble gravel

"Climbing11 Large scale
tabular sets of crossbedded or cross-laminated
gravel or sand

Barfront progradation
in backset environment

F

Fig. 5:10

Sand to sandy
pebble gravel

Large scale trough shaped
sets of cross-bedded or
cross-laminated gravel or
sand

Cut and fill associated
with dune migration in
lower flow regime

Table 5:1

(Cont'd - page 2)

Photo

Grain Size Range

Primary Sedimentary Structure

Interpretation

Fig. 5:11

Sand

Massive well sorted
sand

Rapid settling from suspension resulting from
sudden drop in flow
competance

Fig. 5:15

Sand

Vague horizontal stratification

Plane bed in upper flow
regime

Fig. 5:12

Sand

Horizontally laminated
sand

Lower flow regime Ripple
migration with low deposition from suspension

Figj 5:12

Sand

Small scale trough shaped
cross-lamination between
erosional boundaries

Lower flow regime.
Ripple migration with high
deposition from suspension

Fig. 5:12

Fine sand

Small scale trough shaped
cross-laminations with
topset preservation

Lower flow regime. Ripple
migration with very high
deposition from suspension

Fig. 5:12

Silty sand

SinusoicfiLly laminated
waves

Lower flow regime. Ripple
migration drowned out by
deposition from suspension

M

Fig. 5:16

Silt and clay

Massive to very faint
multiple grading

Quiet water lacustrine
settling

N

Fig. 5:14
Fig. 5:15

Sand to silt

Rhythmically bedded sets of
sand and silt

Very proximal deltaic
varves from turbidity current and open flows

0

Fig. 5:17
5:18
5:19
5:20

Silt and clay

Rhythmically bedded layers
of silt and clay containing
mudballs and pebbles

Slump generated
turbidity currents

Facies
Type

H

e
K
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CHAPTER VI

FACIES ASSOCIATIONS AMD INTERPRETATION

In this chapter generalized topographic facies
models are constructed and interpreted.

These genera-

lized models are constructed from the exposures available
within each topographic region.

All site descriptions

are diagrammatically included in Appendix C.

6:1

Ridge and Cross-ridge Topographic and Facies
Associations

Description
This morphologic type displayed four characteristic topographic variations described in Chapter III:
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main ridge, cross-ridge, low ridge and elongated
depression.

These topographic expressions are modeled

above their characteristic facies types in Figure 6:1.
Of the four topographic sub-types the crossridges were the best exposed.

Deepest exposures of these

cross-ridges revealed giant tabular sets of cross-bedded
gravelly sand which stood up to 8 meters thick.

These

cross-beds met lower boundaries along tangential contacts.
Upper proximal portions of the cross-ridges above
1600 ft. contour, displayed five facies types.

Tabular

sets of horizontally stratified gravel were common and
overlay, or graded into, in the downstream direction,
tabular sets of cross-bedded gravel of a similar particle
size.

The horizontally stratified gravel either contained

or was overlain by, cylindrical sets, cosets, or composite
sets, of large scale tabular, and large

and small scale

trough shaped cross-laminated sand.
Upper distal sections of the cross-ridges below
the 1600 ft. level were overlain by upward fining sequences
of ripple-drift cross-lamination of both complete and
incomplete types.

These upward fining sequences were

themselves overlain by units of massive silt.

The upward

fining sequences were noted to grade into rhythmically
bedded sets of sand and silt.
Only site 7 revealed sediments of the lowest

fiG.6.1 TOPOGRAPHIC FORM ANO FACIES TYPES OF RIDGE AND CROSS-RIDGE

Rid

1600 f t . a . , . I

. Massive Matrix-supported cobble
gravel
B

Horizontally stratified pebble
to cobble gravel

C Giant cross-bedded gravelly sand

I Large scale tabular sets of cross-bedde
pebble to cobble gravel
prrr

6 Massive sand

»«i"i

C Giant cross-bedded cobble gravel
0 Gravelly mud with angular clasts
Large scale tabular and trough
*M •* shaped cross-laminated sand and
small scale trough shaped crosslaminated sand

** Horizontally stratiried sand
IJKL Upward fining sequence of rippledrift cross-laminated sand
M Massive Silt
H Rhythmically bedded sand and silt

r?
O
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ridge type.
however.

This exposure was particularly fortuitous

It followed the sediments of the third order

ridge well into the sediments of the distal and central
portion of a second order ridge or cross-ridge; whose
sediments appeared to overlie it. This third order ridge
was itself truncated longitudinally by an elongated
depression.
The third order ridge displayed a central core
of massive matrix-supported cobble gravel and massive
sand.

These cross-beds spread outwards from the core

extending over 12 meters and met the lower boundary
tangentially.

The ridge was laterally bounded by trough

shaped sets of vague horizontally stratified sand up
to 2 meters thick.
its flank.

These sands overlay the core along

Those giant cross-bedded gravelly sands

closely associated with ridge core sediments, displayed high
angle reverse faulting which paralleled the axis of elongation of the ridge and central depression.
Exposures of the main ridge at the 1675 ft. level
revealed multiple thin tabular sets of what appears to
be vague horizontally bedded sand.

Sets varied between

centimeters and decimeters in thickness. Positive identification of facies was difficult in most cases due to the
thin nature of individual sets.

In concert however the

bedding displayed a horizontally stratified appearance.
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Most sites revealed an upper blanket layer of
poorly sorted muddy gravel whose larger clasts were
unrounded.

The common appearance of this facies leads

this author to believe it formed a complete blanket;
its absence at some sites being due to the practice of
surface grading.preceding pitting operations.

Interpretation
The model of the facies type's found in ridge and
cross-ridge type topography reveals a sequence of eight
different environments (Fig. 6:2). Lowest in the sequence,
and underlying the low third order ridges, is one of a
sub-glacial tunnel, flowing full in the upper part of
the upper flow regime.

This is revealed by the preponderance

of massive matrix-supported gravel (Saunderson, 1977)•
The flanking tabular unit of trough shaped scours filled
with vague horizontally stratified sand reveals a turbulent
bottom scouring (Allen, 1963a) upper regime flow (Simons et al, 1965
This esker interpretation for the sediments of
the narrow ridge suggests the steep sided elongate central
depression is also of eskerine origin.

The parallel nature

of the fault trends in flanking sands indicate this section
to have been let down.

Bauerjee and McDonald (1975)

report large sections of ridge volumes in small modern
eskers to be ice cored.

The meltout of such a core seems

., Rapid settling irom sus™" pension resulting from
sudden drop in flow
competence

RIOGE AND CROSS-RIDGE

V

/

„,%i

u^rtw—.Turbulent

FipwlEsker?)
• • • • •

*

Sliding bed in upper
0 Sub-glacial till or
flow regime enclosed
flowtill
sub-glacial tunnel
flowing full
Shallow water bartop
{Barfront progradation
facies in upper flow
ar
d\
I regime
frFrfi LFJ BBars,
s» dunes
and
H
ripples
uVi.il
ripples
c
Foreaet Progradation
of a delta or very large p g 3 §JKI L O W concentration
C tar
*£Sa
turbidity flow

M

Plane bed in upper flow
regime

Quiet water lacustrine
M settling
Very proximal deltaic
W varves from turbidity current and open flows
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to best explain this elongated depressed feature.
The unit of giant cross-bedded sandy gravel,
overlying all of the previously mentioned sediments,
is indicative of deltaic progradation.

Over the proximal

end of this delta, subsequent deposition appears to
have been by sheet flow and bar advance, indicated by
the horizontal^ stratified gravels.

The channelization

of this bar surface is indicated by the cylindrical
nature of the cosets and composite sets (Allen 1963a)
of large and small scale trough shaped cross-laminated
sand and tabular cross-laminated sand*

The aforementioned

cross-laminated types indicate flow in these channels
ranged throughout the lower flow regime (Simons,
Richardson & Nordin Jr., 1965) > and possibly into the
lower part of the upper flow regime (Harms & Fahnestock,
1965) • Lacking large massively filled channel scours
indicative of sub-aqueous deposition (Rust and Romanelli,
1975) > this channel and bar system is thought to represent
an outwash shallow braided environment.
A similar outwash environment is indicated beneath
the higher main ridge.

The tabular, horizontal strati-

fication apparent in the bedding is extremely similar
to that attributed to sheet flow on sandur's by Ruegg
(1977) and on alpine outwash fains by Bull (1972).
The stratification at this level is then thought to
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represent sub-aerial deposition by upper

regime

sheet flow on a sandur or supraaquatic delta (Hgulstrom,
1952).
The presence of upward fining sequences of rippledrift cross-lamination at distal locations of the cross
ridges indicates the flow from the sub-aerial environments
disgorged into a lacustrine environment where it proceeded
as turbidity currents. The massive silt would indicate
the features were partially covered by a quiet water
lacustrine environment, whose surface approximated 1600
ft. A.S.L.

This lacustrine environment was followed by

a glacial advance indicated by the overlying till
blanket.
Such a sequence of sub-environments indicates that
ridge and cross-ridge topography is the result of subglacial discharge into a lacustrine environment (5ig. 6:3)*
Water surface elevation of the lake can be estimated as
varying around 1600 ft. (578 meters) above sea level by
the emergence of the sub-aerial environments at that
altitude.

The low third order ridges are eskers, the

result of sub-glacial tunnel flows, as are the elongated
depressions.

Cross-ridges indicate deltaic sedimentation

following the Salisbury (1892) Overwash Plain Model
(Pig. 6:4) with steep ice contact proximal slopes and
reasonably steep frontal slopes due to the massive
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This model is believed representative of cross-ridge sedimentation conditions in ridge and cross-ridge topography. Flow
in cross-ridges is believed to have passed over and prograded
from an initial cross-bedded rather than ice-pushed deposit,
but in a manner similar to that hypothesized by Salisbury.

H0.4T3.
SUMAAQUATIC

DICTA

(Sandwr)

Hjulftr*m*19S2»

This model is believed representative of sedimentation
conditions for higher portions of the main ridge in ridge
and cross-ridge topography. Sedimentation from sheet flows
built up a horizontally stratified sandur plain.
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deposition resulting from a rapid loss of competency.
Highest parts of the ridge resemble sandurs or supraaquatic deltas (Fig. 6:5)*
The sequence of environments found, where deltaic
sediments overlapped those of esker origin, is indicative
of an opening glacial drainage system (Fig* 6:6).

6:2

Rolling Plateau Topographic and Facies Associations

Description
From the facies exposed in rolling plateau topography, an integrated topographic facies model was prepared
(Fig. 6:7)* The topography displayed four characteristic
variations described in Chapter III:

dissected hummocky

knoll, frontal plain, I Q W ridge, and various depressions.
The most commonly exposed facies were overlapping
giant tabular sets of cross-bedded gravelly sand or cobble
gravel of about 8 meters thickness.

These giant cross-beds

were prominently displayed in the knolljbut extended upcurrent into the low ridge^where they overlay rhythmically
bedded tabular sets of silt and sand.

Contacts of the

giant cross-beds were angular to mildly tangential.
These giant cross-beds could be differentiated
into two types based on grain size.

Those of the low ridge

FIG e:7. TOPOGRAPHIC FORM AND FACIES

TYPES OF ROLLING PLATEAU
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were made up of gravelly sand and were similar in every
respect to those displayed under the knoll.
The giant gravelly sand cross-beds of

the ridge

were overlain at site 14 by a unit of massive matrixsupported cobble gravels

This matrix-supported gravel

encompassed two large, peculiar inclusions (?ig- 5:7) •
The first inclusion was an oblong "cigar"
shaped unit of sandy gravel about four meters in length
by one meter in circumference.

The sandy gravel appeared

identical to that of the giant cross-beds. Primary
sedimentary structure also displayed cross-stratification
similar to that of the underlying giant cross-bedded
unit, except the beds dipped in the reverse direction
and were concave in nature.

The unit then, appeared to

have been ripped from the lower giant cross-bedded set
and redeposited, intact and overturned, within the matrixsupported material.
The second inclusion was larger and more spherical
in shapey measuring some 2.5 by 4- meters.

It consisted

of an apparently massive fine sand unlike anything displayed
at the site. Massive matrix-supported gravel was again
noted in the downstream direction where it graded longitudinally

into giant cross-beds of cobble gravel.

Slightly proximal central sections of the knoll
revealed large scale climbing tabular sets of cross-laminated
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sand about 30 cm. thick.

These sets graded downcurrent

into cylindrical cosets of large scale trough shaped
cross-laminated sand.

The proximal end of the knoll

exposed giant sandy cross-beds which were highly faulted,
faults being of the normal type- and running roughly
parallel to the steep distal slope.

These cross-beds

were covered and backed by a thick blanket of highly
deformed gravelly mud containing angular clasts. This
facies type was backed by a giant tabular set of crossbedded cobble gravel. Paleocurrents derived from these
giant cross-bedded gravels displayed an apparently different vector resultant (314°) to that derived from all
cross-strata (253°) in the complex (Table 4:3).
The elevated sections of the knoll were separated
by steep sided depressions.

One such depression, exposed

at site 13, was underlain by large scale tabular or
cylindrical cross-laminated sands. Paleocurrents derived
from these sands also displayed an apparently different
vector resultant (145°) to those derived from all crossstrata (253°) of the complex (Table 4:3).
Sediments of the frontal plain revealed an upward
coarsening sequence of rhythmically bedded sand and silt,
upward fining sequences of ripple-drift cross-lamination
large scale cross-landnated sands, and the massive matrixsupported cobble gravel (Fig* 6:8). The matrix-supported
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»

gravel was laterally connected to that previously
described, which thus overlapped the finer facies of the
frontal plain.
Massive silt was noted to make up large parts
of the upper distal sediments.

This facies underlay a

large topographic depression and was laterally separated
from the giant cross-bedded gravelly sands by a highly
faulted zone*

Exposed portions of site 16, believed to

represent the more distal part of the frontal plain, are
made of upward fining sequences of ripple-drift crosslaminated sand.
All sites show scattered surface remnants of
gravelly mud with angular clasts. As at the sites of
the ridge and cross-ridge topography, it is believed
that a more extensive blanket-like cover was removed by
extensive grading which precedes pitting operations.

Interpretation
The facies model thus constructed was disassembled
(Pig. 6:9) to reveal the separate environments indicated
by the facies described.

Lowest in the sequence is one

of deltaic progradation defined by the tabular ^set of giant
cross-bedded gravelly sand.

At the same level, but forming

a convex upward set in the central core of the low ridge,
are giant cross-beds of otherwise .identical appearance
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to those of the delta.

The rounded upper set form identi-

fies the probable sub-glacial tunnel nature of the
sediments, a contention reinforced by the overlying
massive matrix-supported gravel (Saunderson, 1977)*

The

similarity of deltaic and eskerine giant cross-beds
implies they represent a single discharge.
The underlying rhythmically bedded sand and silt,
extending outward to form the lowest unit beneath the
frontal plainr implies the generation of turbidity currents
during foreset progradation (Jopling, 1966).

Such sedi-

mentation initiated the building of the frontal plain.
The proximal end of the deltaic unit is bounded
by one of sub-glacial nature as indicated by the till
unit.

That the ice provided lateral support at this

location is attested to by the high degree of normal
faulting in both the till and cross-bedded facies (McDonald
& Shirts, 1975).
The surface of the deltaic cross-beds is scoured
by cylindrical cosets of large scale trough shaped crosslaminated sand, indicating it was channelized (Allen, 1963a)
by flow in the upper part of the lower flow regime (Simons,
Richardson & Kordin Jr., 1965).

The upcurrent gradation

of these cosets into cosets of climbing large scale
tabular cross-laminated sands, indicates the formation of
backset bedding, as flow climbed towards the deltaic
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surface.

This discovery tends to support the existence

of such bedding as noted by Davis (1890), although the
containment of the form within erosive scours tends to
discount his interpretation that it represents infill
between the delta and a retreating ice face*

The appearance

of upward fining sequences of ripple-drift cross-lamination
at this level within the model suggests the channels
discharged over the delta front as low concentration
turbidity currents continuing the formation of the frontal
plain.
This period of delta building was apparently followed by a second high flow discharge from the tunnel, which
filled it to capacity, as indicated by the massive matrixsupported gravels.

The delicately laminated inclusions

tend to support Saunderson's (1977) interpretation of
deposition from a high flow slurry by their size, preservation, and total immersion in the matrix-supported material.
The downstream facies change from massive matrix-support
to giant tabular cross-bedding indicates this slurry
became sorted on issuance from the tunnel and prograded
into a lacustrine environment.

Its location along the

peripheral margins of the primary sandy gravel deltaic
lobe, and proximal to the till unit, suggests minor ice
front retreat preceded its deposition.providing the space
for this infill.
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The massive silt unit suggests a period of quiet
water deposition following this final discharge. The
highly faulted central zone within the primary deltaic
lobe, suggests ice meltout (McDonald & Shilts, 1975)
which tends to support the ice front depositional hypothesis presented here. The infill of such a zone by
massive silt, suggests quiet water deposition lasted for
some time preceding a glacial advance, indicated by the
till blanket.
This period of depositional building appears to
have been folllowed by one of erosive modification. Such
modification is indicated by the anomalously oriented
large scale tabular sets of cross-laminated sand in the
depressions separating the elevated sections of deltaic
cross-bedding.

Such sedimentation suggests the presence

of erosive channels dissecting the deltaic frontal lobes.
The post glacial nature of such channels is suggested by
absence of a till cover in areas left ungraded due to
the steepness of slope.
The sequence of depositional environments in
rolling plateau topography again suggests sub-glacial discharge into a lacustrine environment. Water level here
is indicated at somewhat above the 1600 ft. (578 meter)
mark by the emergence of delta top channelization at that
level.

c
*~~jrs^m~ZL

Hi*V

£>eds
F<>MNP*T10N

Fio.e;io

ideal longitudinal section of a sand plain
(W.M. Davis (1890)

This model is believed representative of sedimentation
conditions for rolling plateau features.
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The elongated hills represent deltaic progradation.
The multi-lobate front indicates a sequence of overlapping tunnel discharges later modified by erosion to
create the hummocky appearance. Steeper reverse slopes
are ice contact in nature. The frontal plains represent
lake bottom sedimentation of a turbidity flow nature.
Soiling plateau topography then is, like that of
ridge and cross-ridge, indicative of sub-glacial discharge
into a lacustrine environment, but one in which sedimentation follows the Davis (1890) model (Pig. 6:10).

6:3

Low Ridge Topographic and Facies Associations

Description
Exposures in the low ridge (Pig. 6:11) revealed
a central core of massive, matrix-supported cobble gravel
which displayed no apparent imbrication.

This facies was

overlain by a massive silty clay across a highly distorted
boundary. Uppermost in the sequences was a massive silty
clay containing angular gravel clasts.

Interpretation
The preponderance of massive matrix-supported gravel,
within the central core of the isolated low ridge exposed
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(Fig. 6:12), indicates full pipe tunnel flow in the
upper flow regime (Saunderson, 1977)*

The low ridge is

hence interpreted as an esker.

6:4

Egg Shaped Hill Topographic and Facies Associations

Description
The upper part of the egg shaped hill (Fig. 6:11),
revealed ten facies types. Of these, eight formed two
types of composite set, each displaying internally
gradational boundaries or a similarity of grain size.
These tabular composite sets could be traced laterally
over 300 meters. They lay in vertically repetitive
sequence, and dipped gently to the west at angles of
between 5° and 15°.
The first type of composite set contained the
coarser grain sizes. Toward the proximal end these
comp'osite sets displayed a lower set of cross-bedded
gravel or gravelly sand.

Gravel clasts displayed a down-

stream dip preference, dipping at angles somewhat less
than the bedding planes. Proximally, this facies passed
upward across erosional boundaries into crude horizontally
bedded imbricated gravel. This unit wedged out in the
downcurrent direction suggesting it represented a proximal
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reworking of the cross-bedded facies. The cross-bedded
gravel graded longitudinally into either solitary tabular
sets of low-angle cross-bedded gravelly sand, or grouped
tabular sets of cross-laminated coarse sand. The second
type of composite set consisted of both complete and
incomplete upward fining sequences of ripple-drift
cross-laminated sand.
Apparent within transverse sections of the hill
were large normal faults. These ran parallel with the
ridge trend and displayed a subsidence of the central core
section.
Most distal facies of the hill displayed a rhythmically bedded sequence of silt and sand which passed
laterally into a tabular set of very silty ripple-drift
cross-laminated sand.
That portion of the hill below 1625 feet,
displayed a cover of massive silty clay.

This graded

laterally into rhythmically bedded silt and clay couplets
containing pebbles and mudballs. The entire hill was
capped by a unit of silty clay containing angular gravel
clasts.

Interpretation
The extensively tabular nature of the sets of
cross-bedded gravel, grading longitudinally into similar

FIG.6:12 ENVIRONMENTAL
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sets of cross-bedded sandy gravel, found at the proximal
end of the egg-shaped hill (Fig. 6:12) indicate barfront
progradation across a broad front rather than channelized flow
(Allen, 1963a).

The downcurrent reduction in grain size,

longitudinal pinching out of the clast supported massive
gravel, change from massive gravel to tabular and trough
shaped cross-laminated sand, within the coarser composite
set, all suggest a rapid reduction in flow competence.
The overlying upward fining sequences of ripple-drift
cross-lamination, and silty portion of the rhythmicallybedded sand and silt facies, are both representative of
turbidity current flows, indicating a lacustrine environment .
Such conditions immediately downcurrent from the
esker tunnel, indicated by the low ridge, suggest high
flow velocity tunnel flows issued into a deep water lacustrine environment which rapidly checked velocity. The
combined sedimentation units indicate two flow types: one
of rapidly reducing competence, and one of a turbidity
current nature. The rhythmic sequence however suggests
the two flows are linked.

Such a dilemma may be solved

by environing a high sub-glacial flow discharge, prograding
into a deep water lacustrine environment, which would throw
masses of finer sediment into suspension and these might
well initiate a subsequent turbidity current.

F I 0 a i 3 GENERALIZED MODEL OF ESKER-BEAD FORMATION
(BANERJEE AND McDONALD, 1976)

^
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This model is believed representative of sedimentation conditions for low ridge
and egg shaped hill features.
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The facies of the egg shaped hill, when combined
with those of the associated low ridge, represent subglacial discharge into a deep water lacustrine environment
following the deep water esker sedimentation model of
Banerjee and McDonald (1975) (Pig. 5:13)*
Subsequent sedimentation seems to have resulted
from quiet water settling represented by the massive silt,
and slump generated turbidity currents, indicated by the
rhythmically bedded silt and clay with mud-balls and
pebbles (Banergee, 1972).

Such slumping suggests collapse

of the egg shaped hill, resulting from the removal of
lateral ice support. Such a contention is supported by
the presence of longitudinal normal faulting and letdown
of the central hill sediments, indicative of tensional
forces (McDonald & Shilts, 1975).
The change from ice front sub-aqueous outwash
to quiet water lacustrine settling, faulting and slumping
all suggest a receding ice front. The final chapter in
the formation of the egg shaped hill in question, is one
of glacial readvance, represented by the till blanket.

6:5

Valley Depression Topographic and Facies Associations

Description
The facies of the valley depression (Jig. 6:12)
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were contained within a convex downward cylindrical
scour which attained a maximum thickness approximating
10 meters. The width of this scour was estimated from
the shape of the lower boundary configuration to be in
the order of 40 meters.
This scour contained eight facies types:
1.

Tabular sets of horizontally stratified cobble
gravel (Facies type B)

2*

Solitary tabular sets of cross-bedded cobble gravel
about 3 meters thick (Facies type £.)

3.

Grouped tabular sets of cross-bedded cobble gravel
about 1 meter thick (Facies type E-, )

4.*

Solitary upward coarsening climbing tabular sets of
cross-bedded gravel (Facies type Ep)

5.

Cylindrical sets of vague horizontally stratified
sand (Facies type H)

6.

Cylindrical cosets of large scale tabular sets of
cross-laminated sand (Facies type E-.)

7-

Cylindrical cosets of large scale trough shaped
sets of cross-laminated sand (Facies type F)

8.

Cylindrical cosets of small scale trough shaped
cross-laminated sand (Facies type J)

Interpretation
Within the valley depression (Fig. 6:12), shallow
water upper regime flows resulting in sheet flow bartop
aggradations, are indicated by the presence of horizontally
stratified cobble gravels. This contention is supported
by the presence of associated channels, indicated by the
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cylindrical nature of the sandy sets (Allen, 1963a).
Barfront

progradation is indicated by the tabular cross-

bedded gravel sets, with transverse bars represented by
the larger solitary gravel sets and longitudinal
barfront progradatica indicated by the smaller grouped
tabular gravel cosets (Smith, 197^) (#ig. 6:14). Backset
bedding up the stoss side of longitudinal bars is indicated
by the presence of climbing, upward coarsening, tabular
sandy gravel sets.
Omitting the large solitary tabular sets of crossbedded gravel indicative of transverse bars, the arrangement of the above facies types reproduces almost exactly
the Braid, ' Bar Model of Eynon and Walker (1974) (Fig. 6:14).
Differences are the omission of an overlying shallow
braided facies and a greater range of flow conditions
within the side channels, indicated by the presence of
horizontally stratified sand and both large and small scale
cross-laminated sands (Simons, Richardson & Nordin Jr.,
1965).
Valley depressions are then thought representative
of high energy, pro-glacial braided systems in which both
longitudinal and transverse bars were active.
The location of these braided sediments above the
till blanket (Fig. 6:12) places the valley depression
chronologically postdating the glacial advance.
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These models are believed representative of sedimentation
conditions for valley depression features. Longitudinal
bars agraded on plane surfaces under upper regime sheet flows,
and prograded as successive low slip face avalanches. Transverse bars prograded by slip face avalanche only.
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6:6

Pitted Plateau Topographic and Facies Associations

Description
Lowest exposures of pitted plateau topography
(Pig. 6:15) revealed a tabular set or sets of large
scale low angle cross-bedded cobble gravel at least dimeters thick.

This sedimentation unit was overlaid by

a tabular set or sets of massive to horizontally stratified clast-supported cobble gravel averaging 1.5 meters
thick.

This set was occasionally interrupted by downwardly

cylindrical cosets of large scale trough shaped sets of
cross-laminated sand.

These cosets occasionally extended

downward into the cross-bedded unit. The upper surface
gravels of the horizontally stratified unit periodically
revealed an apparent reorientation forming a series of
concave depressions approximately 10 meters wide. Uppermost in the sequence was a thin tabular unit of sandy silt,
much.:, of which had been removed preceding the pitting
operation
Lowest exposures of the pitted plateau (Pig. 6:16)
indicate deltaic foreset progradation demonstrated by
the giant tabular sets of cross-bedded gravel. This unit
was followed by a shallow water braided environment in
which low bars, represented by horizontally stratified
gravel, and dune filled channels, represented by the
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cylindrical cosets. (Allen, 1963a) of large scale trough
shaped cross-laminated sand, migrated across the deltaic
surface. Plow in these channels was in the upper part
of the lower flow regime (Simons, Richardson & Nordin Jr.,
1965)•
quiet

The thin upper unit of massive sandy silt represents
water sedimentation, believed an overbank deposit.

This assemblage reproduces exactly that described by
Gilbert (1892), and now accepted as one "classic" delta
type of formation (Pig. 6:17)*
The size of the synclinal distortions in the
upper unit of horizontally stratified gravel corresponds
with that of the surface pits, indicating a relationship.
These features are thought to represent the formation of
arctic polygons in a cold, sub-aerial environment.
The parallelism demonstrated by the paleocurrent
vector resultant and upcurrent valley trend (Pig. 4:1)
marks the pitted plateau as the delta of the downstream
end of the valley which truncated the moraine. The cold
sub-aerial environment which represents the final event
of the delta formation, suggests this system, Ike the
valley south of the egg shaped hill, was created post
dating the final glacial override in the region.
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This model is believed representative of sedimejitati on conditions for
pitted plateau and flat plain features.
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6:7

Depositional Environments in Flat Plain Topography

As no exposures existed within a flat plain, no
direct conclusion can be made. The progradation of deltaic
sediments of the pitted plateau, whose upper foreset margins
approximated 1575 ft. A.S.L., onto a flat plain infers
these flat plains to be of lacustrine origin, whose
surfaces approximated the 1575 ft. level. This places
these lakes1 surface levels considerably below the
surface levels of the lakes involved in moraine forming.
The vertical difference between suggested lacustrine and
plain surfaces indicates water depth approximated 8 meters.
This lake is then the connecting link between the moraine
truncating

valley and associated delta*and the valley

system around the egg shaped hill.

6:8

>

Correlation of Environments Formative to the
Topographic Features

The till, believed to represent sub-glacial

deposition during a period of glacial override of the
entire area, was recognized at nearly all locations. As
such it provides a rough temporal datum by which most
other environments can be correlated.

Such a correlation

can be completed using the relationship between low plain,
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valley depression and pitted plateau topographies (Fig.
6:18).
This correlation indicates the various ice front
deltas

to mark the earliest building period. These

deltas are believed to have formed discretely during
a general period of glacial retreat and spreading
lacustrine conditions represented by the massive silts.
The lacustrine period was followed by a glacial readvance,
during which the till blanket was applied.

Final deglaeia-

tion resulted in the truncation of the entire moraine by one
a series of shallow westward flowing braided streams which
interconnected ice front pondings, and in the dissection
of many of the deltaic highlands into hummocky topographic
areas.

This final deglaciation occurred during cold

climatic conditions represented by the polygonal pattern
of the pitted plateau surface.
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSIONS

7:1

Environmental Conditions Present during the Formation
andJ-Modification of the Orangeville Moraine and their
Relationship to Topographic Features

Environmental conditions, derived through the
interpretation of primary sedimentary structures, reveal
the elevated portions of the Orangeville Moraine were
formed by numerous discrete sub-glacial tunnel flows
and their discharges into an ice-front lacustrine environment.

These ice-front deposits underlay distinctive

topographic forms.
Sediments below the 1600 ft. A.S.L. were similar
to outwash models proposed by: 1. Davis (1890) which underlay
elongated, multi-lobate, dissected flat-topped hills whose axis
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of elongation paralleled paleoflow direction, and flat
lacustrine frontal plains; 2. Salisbury (1892), which
underlay steep sided elongated ridges whose axis of
elongation ran perpendicular to paleoflow direction;
and J. Banergee and McDonald (1975)>which underlay egg
shaped hiUs whose axis of elongation paralleled paleoflow direction*
Topography below 1600 ft. also displayed discontinuous,
sinuous, ridges and depressions whose axis of elongation
paralleled paleoflow vector means. As both these landforms
were found in close association with massive matrixsupported gravels they are believed to represent sub-glacial
tunnel flows.
Sediments above 1600 ft. relate closely to those
described by Ruegg (1977) and described by him as indicative
of a sandur type outwash similar to the supra-aquatic delta
of Hjulstrom (1952).

These underlay the highest asymmetric

knolls of the main ridge and impart the gently rolling
appearance to that feature.
Paleocurrent pattern suggests this moraine building
flow, followed two separate routes. These entered the study
area from the northeast and from the east, and converged
south of the Town of Orangeville.
The vertical sequence of sedimentary environments
indicate this building occurred during an opening of the ice
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along a re-entrant. The area was then covered by quiet deep
water conditions indicative of an interlobate lake. The
end of the building period was marked by a glacial readvance
and the addition of a covering till blanket to the features.
Final deglaciation occurred sub-aerially and is represented
by a series of shallow lakes, interconnected by braided
channels.
These channels underlie valley depressions whose
axis of elongation parallel paleocurrent direction and
contain sediments similar to those described by Eynon
and Walker (1974) and Smith (1974) as indicative of
braided environments.
Where these channels enter low flat plains deltaic
sediments were found similar to those proposed by Gilbert
(1885)*

These sediments underlie flat topped lobate

plateaus and indicate the flat plains to be of shallow
lacustrine origin.
These lakes and channels were of probable ice-front
nature

with flow re-establishing itself, following the

retreating ice-front. Such melting erosively modified the
moraine, causing the hummocky appearance of many of the
earlier formed outwash deltaic features.
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7:2

The Structure, Form and Process Approach

The findings of this study indicate that characteristic moraine building environmental assemblages,
derived from primary sedimentary structures, and paleocurrent directions established from measurement of crossstratified structures, are also revealed by characteristic
topographic form and orientation.

Such revelations

could prove invaluable in the examination of similar
areas not as well exposed.
During this study it was found that the topographic features provided the datum by which the exposure
sites could be generalized.

It is felt that failure to

recognize, and make full use of this tool, is likely
to lead to misinterpretation of the overall environmental
conditions revealed.

7:3

Methods

Of the methods used, interpretation of environmental conditions from primary sedimentary structure
proved the most effective. In order to relate these
environments however, paleocurrent directions and containing
topographic forms were required.

It is felt that fewer
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paleocurrent measurements at a site could have been made,
thus reducing the time required in the field.

Grain size

curves provided descriptive tools, and to some extent
indicated rapidly reducing competence on a gross level.
It is felt, however, that to" date insufficient
information exists by which specific environmental conditions can be reconstructed from so laboriously derived data.

7:4

Suggestions for Further Research

This study reveals three avenues of further research.
It was found that topographic maps of twenty-five foot
contour interval do not provide the detail by which topographic forms, characteristic of depositional environments
can be recognized.

The production of more detailed mpps

of the features whose sediments are herein described would
provide the basis for better topographic description.
These standards would simplify the description, and
the recognition of the forms elsewhere.
Casual observations in the field suggested that the
type of esker delta might be predicted by the differences
in height, of the upper sediments of esker tunnels and
sub-aqueous delta sediments. This suggests the type of
delta produced is controlled by the depth of the roof of
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the tunnel opening below the lacustrine surface.

Having thus defined a series of esker-delta models
characteristic in the Orangeville Stratified Moraine these
models should be tested in other areas of similar
topography.
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APPENDIX A

Equations used in calculating vector resultant and vector
magnitude for paleocurrent data. (Curray, 1956)
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1. Equations used to calculate vector resultant and magnitmagnitude after Curray (1956).
N-S

component = ^ n cos 0

E-W

component = £ n sin 0

tan 9

=

<£n sin 9
2 n cos 9

= J ( ^ n sin 0)

+ ( £ n cos ^T

=— 100
n

Where:
9

=

azimuth from 0° to 360° of each observation

9

=

azimuth of the resultant vector

n

=

observation vector magnitude

r

=

magnitude of the vector-resultant

L

=

magnitude of the vector resultant in terms of percent
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APPENDIX B

Calculation of Eolk and Ward (1957) Grain size statistics.
- Data
- Graphic Mean
~ Inclusive Graphic Standard Deviation
- I n c l u s i v e Graphic Skei/mess
- I n c l u s i v e Graphic Kurtosis
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Data fcr Folk and Ward (1957) Grain Size Statistics.
(Obtained from Grain Size Curves, Pig. 5, 5:1» 5:2, 5=3)

Phi Percentile Measures

05

H
O
PR

016

025

#50

075

084

#95

A

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

-7-5

-4

-2.5

+0.30

B

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

-5.1

-2.5

+0.20

C

N.A.

-5.4

-5-3

-4.5

-3.3

-2.6

-0.75

D

N.A.

-5.0

-3.6

+1.6

+2.8

+3.3

N.A.

E

l

N.A.

-5.2

-4.8

-3-7

-0.2

+8.0

+1.6

E

2

-2.1

-1.1

-0.6

+0.4

+1.2

+1.5

+2.4

P

+0.7

+1.0

+1.1

+1.5

+1.9

+2.1

+2.7

G

+2.3

+2.8

+3.0 . +3.5

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

H

+0.6

+1.0

+1.2

+1.6

+2.1

+2.5

+3-2

I

+0.7

+1.2

+1.3

+1.7

+2.1

+2.6

+3.3

J

+1.5

+1.8

+2.1

+2.5

+3.0

+3-2

+3.8

K

+2.6

+3.0

+3.2

+3.6

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

L

+3.2

+3.5

+3-7

+4.2

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

Could not be calculated from the graphs.
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1. Graphic Mean Size (M2)
Calculation formula:
M z = 084 + #50 + 084
3

Results
Pacies
Type
A
B
C

-4.1

D

-0.03

E

-2.7

E

+0.27

P

+1.53

G
H

+1.7

I

+1.8

J

2.5

K
L
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2.

Inclusive Graphic Standard Deviation (-G-, )
Calculation formula:

G-, = 084 - 016

#>5 - 05
6.6

limits
0.35
0.50
1.00
2.00

<0.35
- 0.50
- 1.00
- 2.00
- 4.00
7 4.00

very well sorted
well sorted
moderately sorted
poorly sorted
very poorly sorted
extremely poorly sorted

Results
Facies
type
A
B

D
E

l
E 2 1.33

poorly sorted

F

1.07

poorly sorted

H

0.78

moderately sorted

I

0.4

J

0.69

Q.

well sorted
moderately sorted
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2.

Inclusive Graphic Skewness (Sky)
Calculation formula:

016 + 084 - 2050

Sk-,

2(084 - 016)

05 + 095 - 20^0
2(095 - 05)

Limits

-1.00
-0.30
-0.10
+0.10
+0.30

to
to
to
to
to

-0.30
-0.10
+0.10
+0.30
+1

v e r y negative skewed
negatively skewed
nearly symmetrical
positively skewed
v e r y positively skewed

Results
Fac: i e s »
•typ'e
A

—

B
C
D
E

——

l
-0.13

negatively skewed

0 . .15

positively skewed

H

0 . .22

positively skewed

I

0 . .26

positively skewed

J

0 . .07

nearly symmetrical

E

2
F

G
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4.

Graphic Kurtosis (K^)
Calculation formula:

#95 - 05
2.44 (075-025)

Kr

Verbal limits
<L0.67
0.67
0.90
1.11
1.50

-

0.90
1.11
1.50
3.00

7 3.00

Results
Fac i e s
typ e
A

—

B
C
D
E

——

l
1..02

mesokurtic

1..03

mesokurtic

H

1.. 1 8

leptokurtic

I

1,.33

leptokurtic

J

1..05

mesokurtic

E

2
F

G

very platykurtic
platykurtic
mesokurtic
leptokurtic
very leptokurtic
extremely leptokurtic
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APPENDIX C
Exposure Site facies classifications in diagram form.
Diagram C:l

Sites 4-,5,6,7-.*

P«

Diagram C:2

.....

Sites 1,2,3*.

Diagram C:3

..........

Site

8....

p.

Site

9

p.

Site

10*.....

p.

Diagram C:4
Diagram C:5
Diagram C:6

..........
. ...

Site

11......

..

P«

p.

Diagram C:7

Site

Diagram C:8

Sites 13,14,15

p,

Site

16

p.

Diagram C: 10

Site

19.........

p.

Diagram C:ll

Site

17

p.

Diagram C: 12

Site

18

p.

Diagram C: 13

Site

20

p,

Diagram C:14

Sites 21,22,23,24

Diagram C:9

....

12...

•

p.

p,

Fiyc;i FACIES FOUND AT S I T I S 4 6 * AND 7
Feoiea
mm^nink

Typa

j^'^XA

A

M a t t l v « matrix supported gravel

UVM

B

Cruda horlaontally a t r a t l f l t d gravel

[77/1

c

<*iant o r o a a - b a d a

D
gf

Unaortad unroundad gravally mud
tabular oroaa-baddad g r a v a l

i,

Tabular ©roaa- lamina t a d a and

a
r

Trough o r o a a - a t r a t i f i e d

Q

Maaatva a a n d

H

H o r l a a n t a l l y a t r a t l f l a d aand

frffrj

o r mmn9$

rf*

graval

Slta 4
9M

Pll|
frssra
\~^4

I

Small aoala t r o u g h orosa-lamlnatad aand
. l a # l U p w a r d fining s e q a n o e
I «l H I rKppla - d r i f t oroaa»lamlnat Ion

|fll|]

M

Maeslve allt
k>4

/J

_£LOW_
DIRECTION

FAULT
•Ita 6

ro

Fi f l c:2 FACIES FOUND AT SITES 1,2, AND 3
f • • < ! « . c.i

«m

Site 3

DIRECTION

Sltaa

Ft 9 c:3 FACIES FOUND AT SITE 8
Faolaa
Typa
M

Multipla gradad allt

mnd o l a y
§•• f I f .

Xlk
*

Vm

ri
Slta 8

-d.

FLOW
DIRECTION

/

i

>^

^hEi*^ r.fay. i> •* •. **.>* i
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Fi 9 c : s FACIES FOUND AT SITE 10

^aH^S^!

\

/

?\\ //\V^<-f^/\x/l

FACltS
TfM

\/f

FIOW
DIRECTION

/v

\\

r 8»

Moealvo matrix eupportod grovel

tart

U p w a r d fining
ttqtno*
r i p o l o - d r | f t crose-taminartlon

1K L

10r

Fig-c:* FACIES FOUND AT SITE 11

DIRECTION
a>
t^

Utioortod unrounded gravolly mud
5m

T a b u l a r o r o a e - teminavta** a

fi El

[

Uoavo r d f i w M a
aocion
"E5oto^rit*oroee-le»oi

10IW

\ \
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Fig.c:7 FACIES FOUNO AT SITE

12

FLOW
DIRECTION

C r u d * h©rl*ont«My » t r » t l f l . d a r « v « l

I

u

_

Tabular oro««-l»min»*«d • • • • d

D

U n s p r t w l unroaindad gr«w«llv mud

riOM

IOM

lAClli
TYM

Fi B c:a FACIES FOUND AT SITES 13.14, AND 15.

Maaaiva matrix supported
Olant ©ross~boddsd

oravai

graval

Giant croae-beddad gravaily aand
U n a o r t a d . u n r o u n d a d , g r a v a i l y mudi

Climbing larga acala tabular
oross . l a m i n a t i o n
Larga acala trough-shape
cross-lamination
JKl
*

10m •

Upward fining aaquenoa
ripple-drift cross.lamintion
Maaaiva

ailt

30m
3P™

I,

Larga Saala Tabular
Sand

cross-LamInatad

*4&
DIRECTION
lialtlpl

gradad
and

ailt

olay
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F i 9 c : 9 FACIES FOUND AT SITE 16

|J,K

Mpwmrd f i n i n a * • * « • »
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FLOW
DIRECTION

Fee l e e
Typa>
A

Massive M a t r i x S u p p o r t e d Gravel

C

Uneorted Unrounded Gravelly M u d

*v

Large Scale T a b u l a r Croee-Bedded
Gravel
m% L a r g e S c a l e T a b u l a r C r o s s - L a m i n a t e d
Sand
F
Large S c a l e Trough Cross - L a m i n a t e d
Send
Horizontally S t r a t i f i e d aand
H
U p w a r d Fining Sequence
U l JCi. R i p p l e - D r i f t C r o s s - L a m i n a t i o n
M
\W

Massive Silt

Fault
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B

Crude Horizontally

Stratified Gravel

D

Unsorted,Unrounded Gravelly Mud

D

Unsorted,Unrounded Gravelly Sand

E

l a r g o Scale Tabular Cross-Bedded Gravel

E

l a r g e Scala Tabular Cross-laminated Sand

£ ,

Climbing Largo Scala Tabular Cross-Soddod Gravelly Sand

E

Largo Scale Trough Cross-laminated Sand

H

Horizontally Bedded Sand

l#J

Small Scale Trough Cross-laminated Sand

l#JrKfL

Upward

Fining Sequence of R i p p l e - D r i f t Cross-lamination

Massive Silt

0

Rhythmically Bedd«d

Silt and Clay with Mud Balls

M

Rhythmically Bedded sand and silt

( p . 142)
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Fifl c:i4 FACItS FOUNO AT SITIS 21,22.23 AND 24

Cross-Bedded Cobble Gravel
Massive or Crude Horizontally Bedded Cobble Gravel
Large Scale Trough Shaped Cross-Laminated Sand
Massive Sandy Silt
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